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ABSTRACT
Based on the working principal published in [Smithwick 2016], we
have implemented a display system that composites matted fore-
ground animated graphics and video, with per-pixel controllable
emitted color and transparency, over real-world dynamic objects
seen through a transparent display. Multiple users can participate
simultaneously without any glasses, trackers, or additional devices.
To evaluate the experiences enabled by such a device and to study
perceptual issues, we used a panel capable of 240Hz display, and
augmented the design with an interactive touch screen.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Mixed / augmented reality;
Displays and imagers; • Computing methodologies → Mixed /
augmented reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Transparent displays can be useful to display graphical information
in the presence of real-world objects, such as behind the display.
Common transparent displays take two basic forms - emissive dis-
plays and transmissive displays. Transparent emissive displays emit
light in all directions from each pixel. Light may also travel directly
through the display, but may be attenuated by a fixed amount due to
the fixed opacity of the display. This can be achieved with transpar-
ent Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) or using a switchable
diffuser with back projection [Izadi et al. 2008]. Transparent trans-
missive displays control the intensity of light passing through each
pixel over a range of angles, but do not emit light. Liquid crystal
displays (LCDs) are a common form of transmissive display.

An ideal transparent display would modulate the emissive color
and transparency of each pixel allowing for the Over operator of
Porter Duff compositing [Porter and Duff 1984] with real-world
objects. The color image would be the graphic color with pre-
multiplied alpha, and the transparency image would contain the
color transparency mask of the graphics. One approach for a prac-
tical device would layer an OLED on top of an LCD. However, this
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(a) transparency image (b) color image

(c) two-phase composite

Figure 1:Our composite display system.The transparency im-
age, (a), displays white to represent transparent areas while
black heavily attenuates the view. The color image, (b), dis-
plays the color channel over the illuminated diffuser. At 144
Hz, the two-phase composite, (c), occludes physical objects
within the display box.

would require an exact match of pixel pitch, careful alignment of
the panels and may lead to viewing-direction-dependent artifacts
as the two pixel structures blocked each other, leading to Moiré
fringes.

Instead, we combine a conventional LCD and a switchable single-
element diffuser. The display works by time-multiplexing a trans-
parent phase and an emissive phase, with retinal fusion leading
to the perception of compositing the foreground graphic over the
background real-world scene. Multiple users can simultaneously
view and interact with our prototype system without any glasses,
trackers, or additional devices.

2 DESIGN
Our composite display system consists of: an enclosure, display
layer, and controller. Figure 1 illustrates our system design.
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A modern LCD desktop monitor consists of a display and back-
light assembly that fit within a 1 cm thick enclosure. We expand
this distance enough to place physical objects between the display
and backlight. Our display system box measures approximately
55 × 30 × 35 (width, height, depth in cm). The display face tilts into
the volume of the box at a 65 degree incline. The left, right, and
rear sides are equipped with hinged walls for access to insert or
remove objects within the box. The backlight system uses thirty
(3-up) high-power LED stars. The LEDs are divided amongst eight
LED rails with separate drivers. Depending on the configuration,
a portion of the LED rails illuminate the placed objects while the
remainder illuminate the display layer. The backlight system is
capable of producing 13, 740 lm (luminous flux) combined.

The display layer consists of an LCD stacked on top of a switch-
able diffuser. The layer is oriented so the diffuser faces the interior
and the LCD faces the viewer. The LCD is harvested from an ordi-
nary NVIDIA 3D Vision ready consumer-grade desktop monitor.
The display layer shown in Figure 1 uses a 1920 × 1080, 24.5", 240
Hz, twisted-nematic (TN) display. However, our system has been
tested to work with other LCDs at various resolutions and refresh
rates. The single-element switchable diffuser alternates between a
scattering (diffuse) and transparent state.

The controller consists of: a microcontroller, protective circuitry,
and individual LED rail drivers. Together, they synchronize the
display layer components and lights to produce the desired effect.
The microcontroller uses pulse width modulation (PWM) dimming
to control the backlight system. The switchable diffuser is controlled
through protective circuitry to ensure it does not remain energized.
The LCD is driven by the original video controller harvested from
the desktop monitor, and an ordinary frame buffer located in a
separate host computer. DVI or DisplayPort is required to display
content due to the high frame rate.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 2 exemplifies our digital overlay with variable opacity over
physical objects.We rapidly alternate between a transparency phase
and color phase to achieve this result.

The transparency phase is responsible for per-pixel attenuation
of the enclosure interior. An LCD modulates the light traveling
through it over a range of angles. We leverage this property by
filling the frame buffer with a per-color-channel transparency mask.
White pixels represent transparent areas while black pixels heavily
attenuate the view behind the display layer (down to the contrast
ratio of the display). Intermediate transparency values attenuate
the light proportionately. The switchable diffuser is transparent
during this phase, so many view directions through the display are
appropriately modulated by the transparency image.

The color phase is responsible for displaying the color channel of
the desired content. The switchable diffuser is scattering during this
phase, so nothing within the enclosure interior is visible. The white
backlight system illuminates the diffuser, making the display layer
function as an ordinary LCD assembly. The frame buffer contains
the per channel color pre-multiplied by one minus per-channel
transparency for each pixel.

The two-phase composite is generated by alternating between
the transparency and color phases at 144 frames per second (fps).

(a) half opacity

(b) full opacity

Figure 2: Per-pixel opacity control.

This frame rate enables us to display not only static images, but
also dynamic animations and video at 72 fps. The diffuser is syn-
chronized with the frame buffer using a VESA stereo signal from
the host computer.

4 DISCUSSION
The progressive display of scanlines on the LCD combined with
a single-element diffuser leads to cross-talk artifacts between the
transparency and color phases. We address this by flashing the
backlight briefly for each phase, after the full frame is displayed.

This device enabled some compelling mixed reality experiences.
However, careful content design is needed to prevent the user from
ignoring the contents of the box by focusing too much on the
animated screen layer. In addition, we experienced a few flicker
artifacts. These can be significantly reduced by displaying at 240Hz,
but at the expense of smaller useable area of the display, due to the
transition time of the LCD.
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